Q2qWednesday 8th July Year 3 Home Learning
1. Physical Activity:
You are going to love Supermovers today. Keep up and learn when and where
to use unit of measurements. Do it with a partner and double the fun !
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks2-maths-measurement-withmax-and-Harvey/zdv2cqt
Task 2 English
Practise writing these words 5 times, make sure you try to join the letters and write on the line.
Take care with the ascenders and descenders. If you are finding it tricky to write the whole word
split the word up into groups of letters or write the letters separately.

Wednesday’s Maths Lesson
L. F – tell the time to one minute intervals past the hour.
Click on the link to access today’s lesson at Oak National On Line Academy.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/tell-the-time-to-1-minute-intervals-onan-analogue-clock-past-the-hour
If you could not log on complete the two tasks below. Count in tens to find the missing numbers.

1) 480 +

= 500

2) 270 + 30 =

3) 120 +

= 200

4) 460 +

5) 360 +

= 400

6) 350 +

= 500
= 400

Adding to 100.
The wall is 100cm tall. Write how much further the climbers have to climb
to get to the top.

Task 4 RE- Hinduism

Many people think that Hindus believe in more than one god but this is not correct. In
Hinduism there is only one god but many ways to describe god. Hindus believe because
god is so perfect and complex, words are not enough to describe god. In Hinduism, god
has so many qualities that people see god differently. God (known as Brahman in the
Hindu faith.) is neither, male or female as is referred to as the supreme being or it.
To help people know what god is like there are many dieties to show the qualities that
god has and Hindus worship Brahman through them.
Task - To understand the idea of Hindu deities being part of the same god, I want you
to think about the different roles you have. For example, I am a father, a brother, a
teacher, a cyclist, a reader but I am one person. Draw a picture of yourself and outside
label it with all the qualities you use in your different roles. For example, for me as a
teacher I might be kind, patient and knowledgeable. How might people see you in the
different roles you have.

English

L.F - write a complete sentence.

Choose some of the mixed up sentences below and write the words out in the correct order.

